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Untangling the Web
of Medicare Compliance
with Casualty Programs,
Claims and Litigation
Management
Thomas S. Thornton, III Carr Allison

Medicare, and its influence upon the
casualty industry, is not going away. In fact,
it now appears that Medicare is positioning
itself to begin enforcing civil monetary penalties against defendants/carriers failing to
comply with Section 111 Reporting requirements pursuant to SCHIP and the SMART
Act. As an industry, we should expect 2021
to bring increased scrutiny from Medicare.
Socrates once wrote “the secret of
change is to focus all of your energy not on
fighting the old, but on building the new.”
In applying this philosophy, the industry
will have to begin to accept the reality that
we need to change the terms we include in
our negotiations, settlements, and release
language to achieve compliance and mitigate risk.
The Medicare Secondary Payer (MSP)
Act has been described by several courts
as the most convoluted legislation ever
drafted. However, by understanding and
accepting several statutory and regulatory
requirements, the industry will be able to
adapt, improve compliance under the Act,
and more easily navigate a casualty claim.
This article will attempt to provide clarity
to the web of confusion which is the MSP.
WHAT IS GENERALLY REQUIRED BY
MEDICARE OF THE LIABILITY INDUSTRY
• With every settlement, judgment, or payment involving the claim and/or release
of medical damages, and where the consideration paid is greater than $750, we
must confirm whether the Releasor(s) is
a past or current Medicare beneficiary.
• Where each of the above elements is

answered in the affirmative, the parties
to the settlement must understand and
appreciate that a Section 111 Reporting
Obligation exists.
• Where a Section 111 reporting obligation exists, the party responsible for reimbursing any and all liens per the terms
of settlement must affirmatively, timely
and appropriately afford Medicare the
opportunity to research and assert a conditional payment demand.
• Where Medicare asserts a conditional
payment demand, that payment must be
timely reimbursed.
• A decision should be made regarding
whether to, when to, or how to document
the steps taken to avoid any unreasonable
burden shifting to Medicare relating to
the provision of future medical coverage
by the Client we are representing.
MEDICARE WILL LEARN OF YOUR
SETTLEMENT, JUDGMENT AND/OR
PAYMENT
42 U.S.C. Section 1395y(b)(8) creates
mandatory reporting requirement for defendants and insurance carriers. This obligation arises when (1) the claimant is a
past or current Medicare beneficiary; (2)
medicals have been claimed or released by
a plaintiff; and (3) the consideration paid
is greater than $750. Where the answer to
these three questions is in the affirmative,
then the defendant will have a Section 111
reporting obligation. It is mandatory and
there is no “discretion.”
The purpose of Section 111 reporting is to place Medicare, and by extension

a Medicare Advantage Plan, on notice of
every conditional payment claim recovery
opportunity. This ensures that Medicare
(1) had an opportunity to identify and
collect conditional payments; and (2),
that Medicare receives information about
the settlement they believe is germane to
allow it to “fully” recover its conditional
payment lien. In general, the Defendant/
Responsible Reporting Entity (“RRE”) must
submit 140+ fields of information relating
to:
• The claimant.
• The Plaintiff’s attorney if applicable.
• The Defendant.
• The Date of Accident.
• ICD-10 codes relating to medical conditions claimed and released.
• The amount of settlement (Total
Payment Obligation to the Claimant
(“TPOC”)).
• The date of TPOC.
The date of TPOC is an important element for compliance. Absent a judgment,
it is the date upon which a conditional payment claim comes into existence by operation of law. (Medicare Secondary Payer
Manual, ch. 7, 50.4.1 (Feb. 22, 2008) and 42
U.S.C 1395y(b)(2)(B)(ii)). Medicare has
defined the date of settlement as “the date
the release was signed.” This is evidenced
by the NGHP (Non-Group Health User
Guide) which instructs the Defendant/RRE
to input the date the release was signed as
the date of TPOC. Likewise, the user guide
for the web portal instructs the plaintiff/
plaintiff’s counsel to provide the date the
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release is signed as the date of settlement.
Medicare Secondary Payer Recovery Portal
(MSPRP) User Guide, pp 2-9, Version 4.7 dated
October 7, 2019.
It is not a question of if Medicare will
be placed on notice of the settlement with
the 140+ fields of information, but when is
the Defendants/RRE’s assigned reporting
window. The Section 111 Report empowers
Medicare to open either its first, or even a
new, conditional payment recovery file to
investigate whether Medicare believes it has
made conditional payments that have not
been reimbursed by a responsible party as
of that date. Actions by a third party based
upon information inconsistent with that
submitted in the Section 111 report will
not extinguish the risk of additional conditional payment claims under a threeyear statute of limitations. Strengthening
Medicare and Repaying Taxpayers Act of
2012 (SMART Act)
MEDICARE’S SUPER LIEN
“Super Lien” is a phrase largely, and
accurately, utilized to describe Medicare’s
power to recover conditional payments.
However, it should likewise apply to
Medicare’s power to investigate and determine the related conditions for which a
payment may be recovered.
In relevant part, the MSP provides
that a plaintiff, plaintiff’s counsel and/
or defendant have an equal responsibility
and obligation to reimburse Medicare or a
Medicare Advantage Plan when there is a
settlement, judgment, or payment. Actual
or perceived responsibility is irrelevant
Shapiro v. Sec’y of HHS, No. 15-22151-CivCOOKE/TORRES, 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
42278 (S.D. Fla. Mar. 23, 2017).
See also, 42 U.S.C. § 1395y(b)(2)(B)
(ii). Medicare’s recovery contractors will
view medical records and bills submitted
from the date of accident through the date
the release was signed. Just because, for
example, a right knee claim is reported to
Medicare as being related to an accident
on a specific date, it does not preclude
Medicare from attempting to include additional conditions based upon ICD-10 and
other billing coding which Medicare deems
to have naturally arisen or to have been aggravated by the underlying claimed accident.
The result is that parties to a liability
settlement who are aware that a Section
111 reporting obligation will exist should
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expect the unexpected when it comes to
Medicare’s recovery of a conditional payment claim. In essence, that case will be
subjected to a separate “litigation process”
established by Medicare to address, identify, and determine what, if any, conditional
payments Medicare deems related. While
a party does have the ability, within the
context of Medicare’s recovery process,
to dispute the inclusion of questionable
conditional payment claims, this undertaking mandates a five-level administrative
appeal process before a party has standing
to assert its dispute in federal court. See
Wetterman v. Sec’y of HHS, No. 2:18-cv-85,
2019 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 118115 (S.D. Ohio
July 16, 2019). However, if you miss a deadline within the appeal process, the debt becomes final.
There are two additional entanglements with Medicare’s recovery process that
most commonly arise in liability settlement
scenarios. First, a party’s reliance upon a
conditional payment notice letter from a
recovery contractor as being an accurate or
final accounting of Medicare’s ultimate demand before the release is signed. Several
published cases reflect significant changes
in Medicare’s demand in only a matter of
weeks between written communication
from Medicare/BCRC. Second, a Medicare
Advantage plan having been elected by the
claimant, whether known or unknown to
the attorneys; or the mistaken belief that a
Section 111 reporting obligation does not
still exist and the possibility of Medicare
still asserting a lien when such plans have
been elected. Humana Ins. Co. v. Bi-Lo,
LLC, No. 4:18-cv-2151-DCC, 2019 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 163063 (D.S.C. Sept. 24, 2019).
THE POWER OF A RELEASE
We work in an industry where approximately 95% of our claims are settled. As it
relates to the liability industry, the release
creates our obligations under the Medicare
Act, and thus, should reflect our compliance. The Release should reflect and/or
confirm (1) whether a Section 111 reporting obligation exists, (2) if so, strategically
employing options to ensure Medicare’s
conditional payment claims are timely and
properly reimbursed; or (3) addressing
Medicare’s future interest.
While the Release creates the obligation, the Release in and of itself does not
provide a defense to Medicare’s effort to
subsequently collect a conditional payment

On February 18, 2020, CMS published the proposed rule “Medicare Secondary Payer and Certain Civil Monetary
Penalties;” its second proposed rule publication on this issue.
For purposes of this article it is assumed that a Medicare Advantage Plan’s authority to recover a conditional payment claim is the same as Medicare.
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claim that has not been properly reimbursed. Courts have made it clear that a defendant, in essence, has an affirmative duty
to make advance arrangements to ensure
that the party assigned the responsibility
of reimbursing Medicare, or a potential
Medicare Advantage Plan, in fact does so
timely and appropriately consistent with
the Defendant’s Section 111 reporting
obligation. Humana Med. Plan, Inc. v. W.
Heritage Ins. Co., 880 F.3d 1284 (11th Cir.
2018); Humana Ins. Co., 2019 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 163063
The result will be a Defendant is looking at a potential conditional payment
claim asserted by Medicare through either
the U.S. Treasury Department, lawsuit by
a U.S. Attorney, or lawsuit by a Medicare
Advantage Plan; with double damages and
interest as available penalties to be asserted.
The indemnification language will mean little to that defendant at that stage Shapiro,
2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 42278; Trostle v.
Ctrs. For Medicare & Medicaid Servs., 709
F. App’x 736 (3d Cir. 2017).
CONCLUSION
As National Medicare Compliance
Counsel for numerous businesses, carriers and TPAs, I endeavor to create an acceptable path for clients to navigate claims
internally, or litigation externally, which
allows them to meet their overall claim
objective and navigate the Medicare Act in
accordance with their risk tolerance. This
includes interjecting available strategies
into the settlement and compliance processes which Medicare has afforded the industry and are often unused.
When speaking to parties in a specific
case in support of these endeavors, the two
most frequently spoken words that give me
concern are “I KNOW.” The risks associated
with Medicare’s web of requirements are
very real, and they require careful planning
to navigate to the maze and avoid additional costs, penalties, and other exposure.
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